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"This book will provide a valuable resource for the OpenMP community."

- Timothy G. Mattson, Intel Corporation


"This book has an important role to play in the HPC community-both for introducing practicing professionals to OpenMP and for educating students and professionals about parallel programming. I'm happy to see that the authors have put together such a complete OpenMP presentation."


- Mary E. Zozel, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory


The rapid and widespread acceptance of shared-memory multiprocessor architectures has created a pressing demand for an efficient way to program these systems. At the same time, developers of technical and scientific applications in industry and in government laboratories find they need to parallelize huge volumes of code in a portable fashion. OpenMP, developed jointly by several parallel computing vendors to address these issues, is an industry-wide standard for programming shared-memory and distributed shared-memory multiprocessors. It consists of a set of compiler directives and library routines that extend FORTRAN, C, and C++ codes to express shared-memory parallelism.


Parallel Programming in OpenMP is the first book to teach both the novice and expert parallel programmers how to program using this new standard. The authors, who helped design and implement OpenMP while at SGI, bring a depth and breadth to the book as compiler writers, application developers, and performance engineers.


Features:


	Designed so that expert parallel programmers can skip the opening chapters, which introduce parallel programming to novices, and jump right into the essentials of OpenMP.

	Presents all the basic OpenMP constructs in FORTRAN, C, and C++.

	Emphasizes practical concepts to address the concerns of real application developers.

	Includes high quality example programs that illustrate concepts of parallel programming as well as all the constructs of OpenMP.

	Serves as both an effective teaching text and a compact reference.

	Includes end-of-chapter programming exercises.


About the Author

Rohit Chandra is currently a Chief Scientist at NARUS, Inc., a provider of internet business infrastructure solutions.  He previously was a Principal Engineer in the Compiler Group of Silicon Graphics, where he helped design and implement OpenMP.

Ramesh Menon is a Staff Engineer at NARUS, Inc. Prior to NARUS, Ramesh was a Staff 
Engineer at SGI representing SGI in the OpenMP forum. He was the founding Chairman 
of the OpenMP Architecture Review Board (ARB) and supervised the writing of the 
first OpenMP specifications.

 

Leonardo Dagum currently works for Silicon Graphics in the Linux Server Platform Group where he is responsible for the I/O infrastructure in SGI's scalable Linux server systems.
He helped define the OpenMP Fortran API.  His research interests include parallel algorithms and performance modeling for parallel systems.

Dave Kohr is currently a member of the Technical Staff at NARUS, Inc.  He previously was
a Member of the Technical Staff in the Compiler Group at Silicon Graphics, where he helped 
define and implement the OpenMP.

Dror Maydan is currently Director of Software at Tensilica, Inc., the provider of application-specific processor technology.  He previously was an Engineering Department Manager in the Compiler Group of Silicon Graphics where he helped design and implement OpenMP.

Jeffrey McDonald currently owns SolidFX, a private software development company.  In the capacity of Engineering Department Manager at Silicon Graphics, he proposed the OpenMP API effort and helped develop it into the industry standard it is today.
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The Practice of Prolog (Logic Programming)MIT Press, 1990

	The raison d'etre of this book is to encourage programmers to use Prolog in

	their day-to-day work. Personally, I find the language exciting to use, and wish

	to share the excitement with others. More pragmatically, I have seen how certain

	moderately-sized pieces of software are far easier to write in Prolog than in any

	other...
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Three-Dimensional Television: Capture, Transmission, DisplaySpringer, 2007

	Advances in optical technology and computing power are bringing life-like 3DTV closer, with potential applications not only in entertainment, but also in education, scientific research, industry, medicine, and many other areas.


	3DTV will require the integration of a diversity of key technologies from computing to graphics, imaging...
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Demystifying Smart Cities: Practical Perspectives on How Cities Can Leverage the Potential of New TechnologiesApress, 2019

	
		The concept of Smart Cities is accurately regarded as a potentially transformative power all over the world. Bustling metropolises infused with the right combination of the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, big data, and blockchain promise to improve both our daily lives and larger structural operations at a city...
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Managing and Mining Multimedia DatabasesCRC Press, 2001
Reading Data Mining by Bhavani Thuraisingham is a poignant experience masterful and readable summary of her field...a profound overview of an important domain of human knowledge a memorable opus.
-Dr. Dobb's Journal     

       There is now so much data on the Web that managing it with conventional tools is becoming almost...
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Microsoft® Office SharePoint® Server 2007: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Installing, configuring, and creating a Microsoft Office 2007 SharePoint Server (MOSS) environment can be a somewhat daunting challenge for even the most experienced software or network administrator. However, if you take things one step at a time with a well thought-out plan and a topdown approach, you can create a basic system you can build upon...
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A New Perspective on ThermodynamicsSpringer, 2009
The book adheres to a chronological development of the laws of thermodynamics as the inventors of those laws discovered them. This shows that "new" discoveries of non-optimal efficiencies are not new at all and have been analyzed by people like Lord Kelvin as far back as 1852 in his analysis of an unevenly heated body. 
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